2009 camry toyota

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of
Toyota Camry owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Did not cause noticeable performance issues
otherwise". All of these problems are a result of the failure of the ABS control module, a
common problem for Toyota Camry's that have this many miles, about , I got it replaced with
one from a junkyard. Its a common problem which stops the odometer". Sensor replaced and
cleand. Works fine now. All dashboard gauges are fluctuating going to zero and coming back.
But again i am seeing the abs light. Not sure why it keeps happening, but this affects the brake
pads back there, and eventually the rotor. Calipers had to be rebuilt and rotors and pads
replaced". Had to replace". Also, the rear calipers had to be rebuilt. Did not experience any
problems". Replaced road damaged brake hose on right rear wheel. Flushed brake fluid. Rear
rotors replaced due jammed caliper. This was the first time they were changed". Regular ware
and tear". I drive very lightly with my cars,". Have a wonderful dealership in Lansing MI and feel
I am always given honest, fair information. Wouldn't go anywhere else. There was no
emergency just routine care. No need for replacement yet. After 78, miles I couldn't argue. My
local mechanic said this is common with Toyotas. This caused the brake pads to wear
prematurely, overheating and warping the rear break drums. On the car, the previous owner had
it fixed before I purchased it and it was broken within a few months after my purchase. I am not
impressed. They warped due to excessive heat, producing a very strong pulsing when stopping.
Especially at highway speeds. Cable was frayed to the point of breaking and needed to be
replaced. This caused the brake drums to warp and the brake pads to wear prematurely.
However never had this with previous camrys. Ruined caliper and rotor. Both rear brakes
replaced under warrranty". Now having premature brake wear issues according to dealer". It
happens too often. Mechanics cannot seem to find anything out of the ordinary". I do however
do mostly city driving. Rotor developed a groove due to wear. The rotor was replaced along with
the brake pad. For uniformity the left rear brake rotor and brake pad was also replaced even
though there was no noise problem. No problem at lower speeds and light brake application,
only high speed. Car out of warranty. I decided that I did not want to spend the money
resurfacing the rotors and instead bought 2 new aftermarket rotors. No problems since. A friend
with the san". This came on while driving in mountains. Brakes looked good, but turning rotors
and new pads fixed it". There were about miles on these rotors. The pads were fine. Took to one
mechanic and he said it was due to shocks. We replaced and still had problem. Took vehicle to

another mechanic and he said the noise was from the rear brakes. We replaced and that seemed
to fix the problem". Part of normal maintenance". Done all wheels". Have had no problem with
this with new pads and rotor turn". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Subsequent
alignment and rotation fixed the problem". Took the car to my mechanic and they had to install
an after market part to allow the camber to be reset correctly. Found it odd tha". Took it to the
dealer for an alignment and they could not fix it. Got new tires and it still pulls to the left". I
blame the roads not the car". Gradually got worse so I replaced it. We monitor the fluid and top
it off as necessary. Not planning to repair it at this time, as the leak is minimal no driveway
stain. I had to replace all of the o-rings in the system. Despite recall in Japan, neither dealer or
district would honor recall in US. Poor gas mileage. Never buy Toyota again!!!! Almost afraid to
drive Toyota car". Was advised that a hose was leaking and needed replacement. Had this
problem about 18 months previously, and asked why the hose needed replacement again. Had
the hose replaced. Leak continued. Took car back for re-evaluation. Was told the other hose
was leaking and needed replacement. Had the service done. The problem seems like it has been
resolved. Service department gave me a sizable discount for my troubles. Was replaced. I took it
to my auto mechanic and they discovered leaks and debris. The return hose was changed out
and the system flushed. I have not had any problems since. Power steering did not fail. It was
repaired successfully". They replaced alternator belt and hose. Scary because it was dangerous
and I didn't know about it. Found during routine oil change". Adjusted front and rear wheel
alignment. Was told my struts were leaking". My bill said suspension and breaks quick struts
and alignment". They seemed to be too soft and "collapsed" when meeting moderate bumps.
We haven't done it yet because we aren't experiencing a rough ride yet". I have owned many
cars and". That was the fifth strut I have replaced. The new shocks squeak and the interior of
the car is more noisy as a result. This repair was just completed, however, and our mechanic
says the "noise" we are hearing will eventually go away". Another strut is leaking now". In
addition, it appeared to cause uneven tire wear, which resulted in tire replacement". Replaced
under warranty. Right strut leaks, but not enough to be replaced". The mechanic where I had
them replaced said he sees premature strut replacement in Toyota Camry's". I had them
changed as a precaution as I was going on a fairly long trip in the near future". That should not
have happened after just 50, miles". Per our Ind. They inspected and refused to warranty. My
research indicates there are issues with struts but Toyota will not acknowledge". Noticed the
rear shocks needed to be replaced during first week of driving. Also, the CV boots need to be
replaced, but does not affect driving and not very important in Arizona as we don't have moist
weather. We experienced abnormal ware of tires. The car would waiver on the road, and the ride
was bad. Traction on snow was terrible. Had to replace both front springs at my cost. My car
has not been abused, springs should not have failed". I think that the problem was in part to the
ruff winter roads we had this winter. Still drove fine. Left and right inner axle boots torn and
leaking". New column now does same thing. Should be recalled". It's been inspected by les
schwab, Goodyear tire, and Toyota and no one seems to know why it vibrates over mpr
especially going down hill or how to remedy the situation. Tires wear prematurely. The first time
I had the tires replaced I was told this was caused by faulty wheel alignment. The second time
the tires were replaced I was informed this was caused by faulty wheel alignment I guess I need
to routinely have my wheels realigned? I had only driven on the broken spring delicately for less
than 30 miles to get home from work and to take the car into the shop". Overall though, at miles
repairs have been minor". You can't replace just the wheel bearing. I had to replace the entire
lower suspension member because the wheel bearings are captive to them". I don't know where
it comes from. Cleaned seals around trunk and water stopped". Car not well insulated. Road
noise". The air conditioner had a phantom spider that was also blamed Toyota did not cover the
cost the third time as they figured out that our ins". Never worked properly thereafter". Have
had driver's door seal repaired before". Sounds like the window track is loose. Will have to take
off the door panel to resolve what is causing it. Took two trips to dealership to resolve".
Required body shop repair. The noise happens when the car is under acceleration and the
frame stresses". Dealership couldn't diagnosis any problems". The car is a rattle trap. Would
not buy again if there was a comparably reliable vehicle available". It has been very difficult to
identify the source". Otherwise no problems". Dealer diagnosed as noise from sunroof, and said
would be very expensive to fix. Warranty didn't cover that repair". We had it looked at but they
couldn't find the problem". Minor issue I will fix myself. Will probably replace the seals at the
top of the windows. Doing it again. Very annoying in a car that rides so well. On the interstate
for example. I usually re try the electronic windows to make sure they are all the way up and
tight. This is not particularly bothersome to me, and my windows do not leak". A lot of external

noise". Have had stripping replaced twice at dealership with no improvement". Riding in this
seat is like being in a wind tunnel. The car is impossible to take on long trips with highway
driving. We will getting rid of this car sometim". Now I can hear it and it is annoying". Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. The dual fan assembly had
to be replaced". Required replacement of entire fan unit, though only one fan failed. I took the
car to the dealer and the water pump was replaced. I was very surprised they did not replace the
fan belt or at least suggest replacement. The technician indicted this problem was noted before
on cameras". They noticed water pump was leaking. They ordered part and it was replaced
under warranty. Endemic problem with this year 4 cylinder". Water pump was replaced under
warranty and engine cleaned up". Made no noise but fluid level dropped. Replaced under
warranty". It was changed". Taken care of by warrantee". Antifreeze leaked out around the seal
causing the heating system to fail". My wife had noticed a higher temperature when stopped in
traffic. I had noticed no problems until informed by the dealer advisor. I had not noticed any
fluids in the driveway so I think the". This is too early". It was not a major problem yet. The
replacement covered by the extended warranty and service dept. Complained to dealer since it
had only 65k miles, and was very expensive. Dealer covered cost of labor, and I just paid for
part. My research shows 09's have high water pump failure r". Had to pull off freeway to get
towed and fixed. This is unusual for a Camry". Pump was not functioning properly so we
replaced it. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. So far causing no real issues and have not had it looked at". It is too low. Easy
to catch in a front curb when parking or on the freeway when something unavoidable is in the
road. I have had it reattached 5 times! They never align properly with adjacent body parts". In a
number of places those plastic pieces had one or more fasteners break loose. Rubber casket on
right door came loose". Had premium extended warranty but not covered per Toyota. Never had
a car with this problem". Although only cosmetic, that shouldn't happen". Unable to clean.. And
the sun visor on the drivers side does not stay in place. Roof lining detached and sagged,
dashboard melted and became very sticky. Carpet came loose from floor trim. Toyota will do
nothing about it. My Toyota has no issues with paint. Headlights yellowing". It's like the finish
has worn off". Had to have repainted". They stuck to the front bumper and when removed
washed each spot that was hit by a bug had eaten through the outer layers of paint leaving a
permanent off color spot". Both can't fit in our two car garage. The paint finish is very dull now".
The hood paint is beginning to chip. The chalky paint began nine years ago. The paint is also
chipping on the hood. We don't feel it is worth having the car repainted. This is not uncommon
where I live in Phoenix, AZ". It chips too easily from normal road debris. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Told it was not excessive by dealership after their oil consumption test. I am assuming it
smokes at cold startup from oil getting into the cylinder? Will test again at 95k miles as Toyota
covers the test up to k miles". Cylinder rings replaced by Toyota under a recall. No charge".
Toyota put out a special extended warranty program to cover this issue if your vehicle qualified
and my Camry did qualify. Waiting on parts for 1 year, recently informed by local Toyota dealer
they can make the repairs in June ". The smoke would eventually clear up after a few seconds
of running. It turns out that some gaskets within the engine block were bad and needed to be
replaced". I missed the recall deadline". They checked it and covered it under warranty". When
they called to discuss I found out it would cost me to repair my car. Noticed a cloud of smoke
when first starting my car". Toyota dealer installed new pistons and rings for free. The Toyota
dealer ran an mile consumption test and determined the engine needed a rebuild. It is in the
shop now for this. I love Toyota for being responsible about this. I had a Ford Taurus with a
known transmission problem and while the dealer very honorably assisted with paying for a
replacement I don't think I'll ever buy a Ford again. And boy, would I love to get an F What
Toyota has never said is that, apparently, my Alternator is at risk from the past burned oil.
Toyota extended warrenty to for piston kit replacement. I was never informed, but read about it
and asked dealer. No charged for that ,but recommended a complete valve job after a pessure
test. Cost Got new spark plugs also. I was adding in a quart of oil every few weeks. Toyota
honored the engine recall and replaced the pistons, rings, and a few other things. Since being
repaired by Toyota under warranty, the engine has not used any oil and runs great! There were
no leaks on ground. It really sounded like a "recall" although Toyota won't call it a recall. Is this
legal? Toyota replaced the rings and rebuilt the engine under warranty. It runs like a dream
now". Received recall notice and the repair cost me several hundred dollars". My Camry's
engine short block had to be replaced". Finally they did an engine oil test and found that the
cylinders and pistons were not correct in their measurements. They had to rebuild the whole
engine". The cost is far in excess of the value of the car. We are putting in oil each week
instead. Once the car consumed over a quart of oil in 1, miles Toyota rebuilt my engine. The

good thing is I had the , mile extended warranty so I did not have". I learned this after the recall
expired so I am stuck with a car the burns oil at ridiculous rate. I did not get the engine fixed as
it would not be worth it. The dealer said it was a Toyota problem and replaced it. Toyota rebuilt
motor under a recall for same. Online investigation noted a problem known to Toyota. After they
tested it and since unit was within mileage limit barely Toyota rebuilt engine. We paid extra to
have water pump replaced as well as other items while engine was out of vehicle since it was
about time under normal maintenance and it was also a quid pro quo for Toyota to do the
honorable thing. I would buy another Toyota in a heartbeat. My son wouldn't. He had to blow
over two grand for brakes on his three year old Camry hybrid because the NTSB doesn't have a
recall on it. Consumer reports rated the Camry as one of the most reliable used cars to buy,
which is the main reason I bought it. So much for that report". This replacement engine began
burning quarts of oil between mile oil change intervals at around , mile on car 47, on
replacement engine. A family member, also a certified technician confirmed the assessment.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
A CD can be inserted but the player but it will just eject the CD. Local dealer says it will have to
be taken to an auto sound system shop". The display screen also went wonky, both frozen and
blank. The first TWO refurbished replacement decks by dealer were defective, but the third
worked". Would not load a CD". Toyota dealer does not service CD players but I was referred to
a local repair place. Must wait until it cools down again". It doesn't appear to be temperature
related. It fixes itself and works fine most of the time. I had to replace it myself. Was not woth
the money and rarely used". When passenger compartment has warmed up, radio will often
work properly. This only happens on the radio itself, not the steering wheel control". Problem
resolved itself before I had to take it in for service. Not sure what the problem was about".
Blown speaker but never was played excessively loud". Have to replace and is very expensive".
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Started a week ago. Not yet resolved. Getting 2nd opinion due to expense. I would hope
something as basic as engine mounts would last k miles or 10 years but the mounts on this
Camry hybrid seems to crack every couple years". The oil light came on earlier ,before the next
oil change. It failed, therefore, burned enough oil to qualify for a rebuild of the engine, resulting
in pistons being replaced. The engine was repaired under Toyota's oil consumption testing
process. Dealer said there is a recall and took them couple times to diagnose and fix it". I am
waiting for a certain mileage to attained so that the dealer can verify that I have this problem. I
don't have details on the problem, only that Toyota is doing something about it". Had to replace
oil pan". Haven't had the oil consumption test done. Just keep it topped up. Doesn't leak
externally, just consumes it". Low I was advised to take car to a Toyota dealer for a"Oil
consumption test. Which I did. During the engine inspection they checked for recalls and
installed a new dashboard at no charge. They told me to wait 6 months and return after ano".
Out of warranty for Toyota to fix". It was". Dealer performed a ring job on it through some kind
of silent recall". I had checked out by the dealer, but they said it was not bad enough for them to
fix it". Toyota sent me a letter for a test for me to do concerning this problem. I took the
restricted test but didn't qualify for them to fix the problem. Had to drive between and miles
which I did". Replaced Gasket". Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member?
Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota
Camry Change Vehicle. The Camry proved capable, quiet and well rounded in all test versions,
but not exciting to drive. Handling is sound, though not sporty. Ride quality is comfortable and
the interior is roomy. While all powertrains are refined and economical, the V6 XLE is very quick
and the Hybrid combines good performance with great fuel economy. There are 10 recalls on
this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble
Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict.
Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Did not cause noticeable performance issues otherwise" Donald C. Calipers
had to be rebuilt and rotors and pads replaced" Kirby M. Had to replace" Chris Y. Did not
experience any problems" Youssef M. Regular ware and tear" Randy H. I drive very lightly with
my cars," Mike S. Both rear brakes replaced under warrranty" Jason B. Mechanics cannot seem
to find anything out of the ordinary" John A. A friend with the san" Edmund H. Brakes looked

good, but turning rotors and new pads fixed it" J W. Part of normal maintenance" Sally L. Done
all wheels" Rollin H. Alignment "Alignment completed, still pulled to the right, wearing out front
tires. Subsequent alignment and rotation fixed the problem" Jerry P. Got new tires and it still
pulls to the left" Kenneth F. Almost afraid to drive Toyota car" Ronald P. I have owned many
cars and" Thomas C. This repair was just completed, however, and our mechanic says the
"noise" we are hearing will eventually go away" Anonymous, MN Toyota Camry Hybrid 2.
Another strut is leaking now" James D. In addition, it appeared to cause uneven tire wear, which
resulted in tire replacement" Randy K. Right strut leaks, but not enough to be replaced" Vincent
C. The mechanic where I had them replaced said he sees premature strut replacement in Toyota
Camry's" Steven J. I had them changed as a precaution as I was going on a fairly long trip in the
near future" Charles B. That should not have happened after just 50, miles" William W. My
research indicates there are issues with struts but Toyota will not acknowledge" Tim P. Left and
right inner axle boots torn and leaking" H C. I had only driven on the broken spring delicately
for less than 30 miles to get home from work and to take the car into the shop" Anonymous, NE
Toyota Camry LE 2. I had to replace the entire lower suspension member because the wheel
bearings are captive to them" Ronald G. Air or water leaks "water pump need replacings"
Charles W. Have had driver's door seal repaired before" Thomas L. Took two trips to dealership
to resolve" Martha T. Dealership couldn't diagnosis any problems" Rachael S. It has been very
difficult to identify the source" Hazel H. Otherwise no problems" Thomas L. Warranty didn't
cover that repair" Henry M. We had it looked at but they couldn't find the problem" Gerald C.
Have had stripping replaced twice at dealership with no improvement" Peggy T. Now I can hear
it and it is annoying" Sandra B. Cooling fan "The motors on the dual fan assembly went out, to
were they only turned on with extreme light power or not at all; they were unable to cool the
engine properly. The dual fan assembly had to be replaced" Randal C. Water pump was
replaced under warranty and engine cleaned up" Gene W. Taken care of by warrantee" Thomas
T. This is too early" James D. This is unusual for a Camry" Ronald W. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "Some small plastic part by the rear driver side wheel has come loose and rattles. So
far causing no real issues and have not had it looked at" Nicholas L. They never align properly
with adjacent body parts" William W. P" Richard C. Although only cosmetic, that shouldn't
happen" Karen R. Headlights yellowing" William C. Had to have repainted" Joseph R. They
stuck to the front bumper and when removed washed each spot that was hit by a bug had eaten
through the outer layers of paint leaving a permanent off color spot" Mike W. Cylinder head
"Blue gray smoke from exhaust when car starts cold. I missed the recall deadline" Denny B.
Received recall notice and the repair cost me several hundred dollars" Annette P. The good
thing is I had the , mile extended warranty so I did not have" John S. So much for that report"
Gerald W. CD player "The CD player quit working. Local dealer says it will have to be taken to an
auto sound system shop" Charlotte G. This only happens on the radio itself, not the steering
wheel control" David M. Not sure what the problem was about" Annette P. Blown speaker but
never was played excessively loud" Bill S. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Great experience buying from them. They did exactly what they promised in
a timely manner. I recommend them for a pleasant purchase experience. They were very prompt
in returning my email. Kept in contact with me even when another buy was trying to finance the
car. Once sold I was contacted again and thanked for using their service and that if they got the
same type of vehicle in they would contact me again. Great service. Test drive by appt. Only
made appt. Then told couldnt test drive unless I was ready to buy first and run credit app prior.
Hard location to get to on the corner of busy intersection. Family owned by young couple they
were nice but turned off by the whole test drive situation. If I ever am in need of another car, I
am definitely coming back here. I initiated contact with New Concept Auto Exchange and they
did get back in contact with me quickly. They gave me the information on the Volvo and told me
where to go see the car. They were decent professional folks. No complaints. This dealership
was very polite and prompt with their answer in the email thank you very much. Joe was very
helpful and engaging. Even though I have not made a purchase he was more than
accommodating and invited me to return should I change my mind. Very professional and
curtious dealership. Maybe I will call him back you never know. Pleased with dealing with His
dealership. I purchased a car from Hancock Auto and could not have been happier with the
entire process. I was treated fairly and honestly by both Debra and Scott. There was no
pressure and no fast talk! I highly recommend this dealer. Not good! Brakes were not good!
Just a bunch of rust on it. Not good. I will never go back to them again!! I should have called the
State Police on them about the truck! I called him, and he said when I redeploy stateside please
call him and we could set up a time i could come and see him. Made an appointment to see a car
and possibly purchase. Drove an hour to see the car and when I arrived for my appointment
they had sold the car. I was told they sold it before they even made my appointment. Amazing

staff. I recommend Premier Motors AZ. Very unprofessional. I told him I wanted to buy a car and
to give me a total price to ship it to me and he sold it instead! He told me I better hurry up as
there are six people wanting to see the car. I did not consider him professional. Was very
honest and informative. Interested in another vehicle currently on the lot. The Toyota Camry can
best be described as a competent, dependable family car that offers a smooth ride and a
comfortable interior, as well as good overall build quality, although some reports indicate that
the Camry's quality has suffered slightly over the past few years. The Toyota Camry's clean
exterior styling fails to excite, and the standard four-cylinder powerplant provides only
adequate acceleration, although four-cylinder trims with the manual transmission provide a bit
more pop. The Toyota Camry's nearly iconic status as a reliable, high-quality midsize sedan
won't be shaken by the version, which carries over from the previous year with no major
changes. While the four-cylinder trims provide only adequate acceleration, the V6 trims get
good marks from reviewers, and the SE trim delivers a sportier Camry enthusiasts will
appreciate. Overall, the Camry provides exactly what drivers expect from of a midsize sedan - a
reliable daily driver that will rarely let them down, and often will satisfy thanks to its comfort and
quality. America's best-selling midsize car receives only one minor change in nomenclature for
Toyota renamed the Camry's entry-level trim, the CE, and will now simply call it the Camry. Now
in the third year of an extensive redesign, which took place in the model year, the Toyota Camry
continues to receive high marks from drivers and reviewers for its ride and build quality. The
Camry offers neither the most power in its class nor the most exciting exterior design, but most
agree it does deliver an overall consistency of quality, performance, and comfort that many
drivers find reassuring. The Camry also gets good marks for its economy, safety features, and
ease of handling, and retains its value well. All Camry trims are four-door, front-wheel-drive
sedans. The standard four-cylinder powerplant delivers good fuel economy, managing as much
as 31 mpg on the highway. The Hybrid comes equipped with the four-cylinder gas engine as
well as an electric motor. Although generally well-regarded throughout its year history for its
quality, the Camry received mixed marks in from Consumer Reports for its V6 trims, which
continue into '09 unchanged. However, J. Power gives the '09 Camry high marks for Predicted
Reliability, based on historical and dependability data. Overall, drivers should be aware that the
Camry's high level of quality has come into question over the past couple of years. The
four-cylinder generates hp and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. The engine links to either a five-speed
manual overdrive transmission or an optional five-speed electronically controlled automatic
overdrive transmission. The V6 links to a six-speed electronically controlled automatic
transmission, which is the only transmission available on V6 trims. The automatic transmission
features a sequential mode that enables drivers to shift manually when desired. The Hybrid also
comes equipped with an ECO button, which drivers can use to limit energy consumption by the
car's climate control system and improve fuel economy even more. The Camry has long been
appreciated for its smooth, quiet ride, and the version continues that tradition. Some drivers
and reviewers characterize the Camry's ride as soft and unexciting, and cite limited road feel.
However, the Camry's ride appeals to most drivers, especially for daily commutes. Responsive
and accurate steering and handling add to the Camry's overall appeal. All Camrys feature a
four-wheel independent suspension and four-wheel disc brakes and ride on inch wheels, with
the exception of the SE trim, which rides on six-spoke, inch wheels. The SE also features a
tweaked suspension, with underbody stabilizing braces, as well as firmer springs and shock
absorbers, which result in a sportier ride. In addition, the SE sits 0. The four-cylinder engine
provides adequate power for most daily driving activities, although reviewers recommend the
manual transmission for drivers who prefer a more responsive experience. In addition, Camry
trims equipped with the four-cylinder can sometimes struggle when heavily loaded, according
to some reviewers. The V6, however, generally gets good marks for its power and acceleration
in most driving situations. The Camry's interior, like its other features, meets all expectations
but rarely excels. The driver's seat pushes back far enough to accommodate drivers with long
legs, and most will find adequate headroom in the Camry, as well as plenty of legroom in the
backseat. The SE comes with Blue Optitron sport meters as standard equipment. Toyota offers
a voice-activated DVD navigation system as an option. Standard features for the Hybrid include
Optitron gauges and a multi-information display that provides details about the hybrid system,
as well as keyless entry, cruise control, power windows and door locks, and a dual-zone climate
control with an electric compressor. While the Camry offers adequate cargo space at The Camry
received five stars the highest score possible in front and side impact testing conducted by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, due to a body structure designed to absorb
impact forces during a collision and resist intrusion into the passenger compartment. In
addition, the seat frames will help absorb impact forces during a side collision. The Camry also
received a four-star rollover rating. Standard safety features for all trims include dual-stage

advanced front airbags, side curtain airbags, a driver's knee airbag, and antilock brakes with
brake assist and electronic brakeforce distribution. Toyota offers vehicle stability control with
traction control as an option on all trims. The Toyota Camry continues to receive very high
marks from CarGurus drivers. While some find its design slightly dull, others come to its
defense, comparing the Camry to more sophisticated cars from Lexus, although some note the
Camry doesn't quite live up to the standards set by German sedans. Generally, CarGurus
drivers like the Camry's smooth ride, roominess, comfort, and build quality. Some find fault with
the car's acceleration, while other drivers have visibility problems out the back. But overall the
Camry rates highly with CarGurus drivers. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Camry listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Private Seller: Caner. Houston, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. The Good.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase.
Please Call for availability. If you've ever shopped for a Pre-Owned vehicle, you might give it a
thorough going over. Or take it to a trusted mechanic. But you might still wonder, did you miss
anything? With a pre-owned vehicle from Peters, you don't have to wonder. We take the vehicle
to the best mechanic we know, a factory-trained mechanic. Using state-of-the-art equipment and
a discerning eye, each pre-owned vehicle gets an obsessively detailed inspection. Family
owned and operated, Peter Proko and Peggy A. Proko are involved in the daily operations of all
of their stores and take personal pride in knowing that their customers are well taken care of.
Peters of Nashua is fully involved with the organizations that matter to you. We purchase
hundreds of cars every year. Our favorite way to acquire top quality pre-owned vehicles for our
inventory is to purchase them from our customers. See our inventory at We have all types of
financing based on your credit worthiness. We guarantee your experience will be present, our
sales staff is on salary to eliminate haggling and to make the customers buying experience a
great one. Minimum credit score applies, and additional income requirements may apply. Rates
subject to change, based upon credit union rates. Credit Union may require additional criteria
for membership. We strive to give accurate information, however, there are mistakes. In case of
a typographical error dealership retains the right to make corrections. Prices are not binding
without an executed contract at the dealership and are subject to change within 24 hours. Price
excludes government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer document preparation
charge, and any emission testing charge. We disclose all information known about the vehicle
at the time of sale. No pressure sales staff is always friendly and ready to help. The Toyota
Camry does just about everything very well and it's supported by Toyota's well-earned
reputation for quality, reliability and resale value. It's the best-selling midsize sedan in America.
The Camry is exceptionally good in nearly every respect, bad in almost none, and it has a
steady, set-and-forget quality that many drivers appreciate. This four-door sedan seats five in
comfort, yet it's relatively compact and easy to park. It's smooth and quiet, but it can accelerate
with vigor. Its cabin is attractive, functional and as refined as anything in its class. It's pleasant
to drive in all circumstances. Stop in to see why we have been keeping customers happy for
over 25 years. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders and
in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs
available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed.
Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such
as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and
emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with
subsidized subprime financing. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling.
No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain
terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Looking for a clean,
well-cared for Toyota Camry? This is it. The Toyota offers compelling fuel-efficiency along with
great value. Know exactly what you're getting when you take home this Toyota Camry as past
service records are included. More information about the Toyota Camry: The Toyota Camry
continues to live up to its reputation as one of the most sensible buys among mid-size sedans,

from the frugal-but-well-equipped four-cylinder CE model to the V6 XLE that flirts with having
luxury-car appointments. The Hybrid continues to be one of the most fuel efficient vehicles on
the road, in addition to ranking as one of the lowest carbon dioxide offender in its segment.
Interesting features of this model are available fuel economy and performance, roomy interior,
smooth, quiet ride. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Auto
Provider also has many financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us
about your auto financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash
price or with approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM
Fresh serpentine belt replacement done! Fantastic service history, good miles, great price
point! Call Today!!! Super low finance rates are available at Your Auto Source!!! Most of our
vehicles come with a 3 month mile warranty. All vehicles are PA State inspected and emissions
certified. We perform a point full check out. Will not last!! McDonald Mazda South at South
Broadway in Littleton has just completed construction on the Nation's flagship Revolution
dealership, come experience the future of Mazda! We are a leader in Certified Pre-Owned Mazda
vehicles, buy from the best! As always our Market Based Pricing ensures you are getting the
best price possible on every pre-owned vehicle! All of our pre-owned vehicles are fully
inspected and reconditioned to our high standard. McDonald Automotive is a family owned
dealer group, dedicated to community involvement and ensuring that we provide the very best
quality vehicles for over 50 years. Please call us today at for more information. Our Camry has
only 67k miles on the odometer and features an automatic transmission, power sunroof, cruise
control, steering wheel audio controls, and gray leather seats! Our family would like to thank
you for taking a moment to check out our Toyota Camry. Here at Hampstead Pre-Owned we
pride ourselves on providing amazing customer service and offer the highest quality cars all at
a very competitive price. We understand that there are many different dealerships you could
choose in today's market. However, not many follow the golden rule of treating others they
would want to be treated. That is why Hampstead Pre-Owned has a 4. Once again thank you for
considering us for your next new car. The Toyota Camry offers beautiful leather beige inside
and a nice green color outside, a handsome shape, and good cargo space, ho-hum performance
gives it one of the top in the class. The Camry is powered by 4-Cyl, 2. No accident and no
damage, clean title, and only 2 owners! This vehicle is located at our Waterford Dealership! We
Accept All Trade-Ins!!! We Buy Cars!!! One of the finest car dealerships in NJ! We have a vast
inventory for you to choose from. Let our knowledgeable service and finance experts help you
get behind the wheel of the perfect vehicle that suits all of your lifestyle needs! We Finance
everyone! No credit, good credit, or bad credit, any credit situation - we will find a vehicle for
you. We accept all trade-ins! Please feel free to contact our Sales Team for availability and
location We don't charge any hiding fees and we have great warranty's for you to choose from.
Our Hours of operation are 9 am - 7 pm Monday through Saturday. Prices subject to change
without notice and do not include Title, License, Registration Fees, State or Local Taxes or
Processing Fees Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. After you submit your
application a salesperson will contact you to verify your information. Get Approved in 60 secs.
Apply Now! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code
to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only
show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas
9, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Close St. New Listing. Price Drop.
Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The
transmission is quick to kick down to a lower gear and hold the rpms high when I need it to.
When I'm driving easy it drives easy as well and gives me soft buttery shifts at low rpm. It also
has an engine braking feature that automatically downshifts if it senses I am dragging the
brakes on a long grade. You couldn't ask for a better automatic. Handling is soft which I prefer,
but it also has great feel at the limit, if a turn is taken too fast it behaves predictably and its easy
to regain control. I love the interior, it's minimalist by design, very classy. Update: I replaced the
water pump at 80k miles. No sign of the excessive oil consumption some are experiencing. I use
synthetic 0w20 oil and rev the engine hard on occasion which I feel is essential. Update Traded
in June on another , this one is a CE manual transmission, the auto was as good as it could be,
but ultimately I prefer the manual. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Refresh your Toyota Camry
with Genuine Accessories. Maximize everything that makes the Camry our best-selling vehicle,
all with the precise fit that only OEM accessories can offer. Toyota Parts Online and the
authorized dealer network offers a selection to customize your performance, comfort, and
utility. Toggle navigation Parts. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking
the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle

Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Only at Participating Dealers.
Restrictions May Apply. Home Toyota Accessories Camry Interior. Genuine Toyota Camry
Interior Accessories. Cargo Management. Driver Convenience. Interior Styling. Vehicle Security.
Blu Logic Hands-Free System. Cargo Net. Cargo Tote - Black. Cargo Tray. Carpet Floor Mats.
Carpet Floor Mats, Gray. Carpet Trunk Mat. Caution Engine Room Label. Remote Engine Starter.
Cruise Control, Clutch Switch. Door Sill Enhancements. Door Sill Protectors. Security System.
Interface Kit for iPod. Interface kit for iPod Cable Kit. Key Finder. Hands Free System. Interior
Applique. Molded Dash Appliques, Center Vents. Molded Dash Appliqu
fiat punto spark plugs
2001 ford ranger xlt repair manual
1995 e300d
es, Climate Control piece. Molded Dash Appliques, Climate Control. Molded Dash Appliques,
Cupholder Lid. Molded Dash Appliques, Driver Door. Molded Dash Appliques, Navigation
surround. Molded Dash Appliques, Passengers Door. Molded Dash Appliques, Shifter. Molded
Dash Appliques, Standard Audio. Molded Dash Appliques, Wood. Molded Dash Appliques.
Remote Engine Start, Hood Switch. Remote Engine Start. Satellite Radio, Antenna, Kit. Satellite
Radio, Bracket, Kit. Interface kit for iPod. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications,
features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based
upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are
for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we
are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

